Fall Schedule—

September 14, lunch time – **Nassau Club** – Anton and Chad will attend

September 18 – **PCDO** – Anton and Chad will be in touch with the PCDO/ discuss including Republicans at this meeting

**NEW DATE** October 1, morning – **Princeton Future** – some planning needed – This meeting will be co-sponsored by the Library and the League of Women Voters
Anton will tell Sheldon that we do not want the PF or the League to take a position on the consolidation referendum before the meeting. The format will be a presentation by Commission members and Q and A. How we came to recommend consolidation and what we actually recommended.

October 26, 10:15 am – **Old Guard** – Joe Stefko – the money to pay Joe with will not come from public funds

Larger area meetings: Question: how many people estimated to attend? Consensus 40-50 max

**WCC** - Carol
Seminary – Carol
Merchants – Chad will be liaison
Republicans – Travis is not interested in becoming more involved/ Chad will talk with PCDO

Neighborhood gatherings:

**Susie Wilson** – September 13, 5-6:30 pm -- Anton and Carol
Pam Machold, Riverside – Alice
Betty Wolfe – Valerie
Alexandra Radbill, Moore – Valerie
Three other possibilities – Valerie will follow up
Mary V. Bell – Carol
Pam Hersh – Carol - possibly September 28 at 7:30 PM  
Marvin Reed – Anton

New Protocol for gatherings was discussed. Carol will circulate for comment.

**Distribution of Summary Report:**
Several hundred copies will be made and will be available at the Clerks' Offices and Library and can be used at neighborhood gatherings. The Report will also be available online at Township, Borough, CGR and Library sites.